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D E B A T E

It is gratifying that the series of papers on unconven-
tional dentistry (UD)1-5 based on unconventional
medicine (UM) has generated discussion. The subject

is controversial, poorly understood and poorly docu-
mented; hence the rationale for presenting an overview of
this very broad topic in the form of a referenced review of
selected literature. This method is inherently biased, and I
attempted to, at the least, avoid stating personal opinions
and abstract philosophy.

The series should be useful as a stimulus to further study
and a starting point for better understanding of the many
issues involved. Correspondence from Nova Scotia to British
Columbia and Nunavut, as well as from the United States,
reveals broad interest in this facet of dentistry. Dr. Fortinsky’s
essay 6 is helpful in gaining insight into some issues.

The term “unconventional” (“nonconventional” in French
translation) reflects methods that are not based on established
scientific knowledge (“unproven”) and is used to avoid
denunciation of the methods and promotions described.7

This may, however, falsely imply that dental science is joined
to established doctrine and is too rigid.7 “Complementary,”
preferred by some practitioners, is defined as: “diagnosis,
treatment and/or prevention which complements main-
stream [dentistry] by contributing to a common whole, by
satisfying a demand not met by orthodoxy or by diversifying
the conceptual framework of [dentistry].”8

“Complementary” is an admirable concept, if such
methods benefit patients;5 however, by definition, there is
no evidence of efficacy for UD, and there are no published
data indicating the extent to which practitioners who use
this label actually use proven methods or the extent to
which they promote unproven, useless, or harmful methods.
UD is less likely to complement conventional dentistry
than UM is likely to relate to conventional medicine.
Extracting a sound tooth in an area of purported “cavita-
tion” and replacing it with a conventional bridge is not
“complementary.” The practice of selectively promoting
UD to some patients and orthodox methods to others is
not “complementary.” The issue of terminology and labels
is highly politicized and, in my opinion, the terms

“unconventional” or “unproven” fairly and best represent
the dental practices and promotions being discussed.1-5

Insight into a philosophy or reading the historical litera-
ture does not supplant the lack of evidence for UD.
Promoters of UD often fail to recognize the important
scientific and legal requirement of providing evidence
rather than philosophy and beliefs. The inability to grasp
or accept that science is a way of thinking, imaginative
yet disciplined, is an unfortunate characteristic of the
“dumbing down,” evidenced in the media by credulous
promotions of pseudoscience and superstition — a kind of
celebration of ignorance.9 Science may be viewed as “orga-
nized common sense”10 that requires rigorous and logical
thinking rather than only philosophical concepts. There are
so many arguments and opinions about UD and UM that
it is naive to think that science will resolve them.

Dentistry is a scientific health care profession and
licensed dentists are scientists regulated within the legal
system. Licensure is the dental and legal demonstration of
adequate scientific training and practice. Unfortunately,
licensure does not demonstrate morality, ethics or continu-
ing scientific practice. Licensure is our society’s method of
protecting the public by regulating dentists.2,3

A criticism of science is that it inhibits freedom of
thought. New discoveries must be judged on experimental
evidence, not only on theoretical objections. The lack of
any plausible physical, chemical, or biological explanation
for homeopathy is a fundamental objection to the idea that
homeopathy “works.” Because homeopathy defies scientific
explanation, we must either trust science and reject studies
that make no theoretical sense or accept studies that
challenge known science. Or must we?

A substance chemically indistinguishable from water is
promoted to have mysterious healing power, requiring a
new principle of physics to explain how a dilution beyond
Avogadro’s number is different from pure water. A
theoretical explanation proposed for homeopathy is “water
memory” — somehow, water is imprinted with information
representing molecules that are transformed during the
vigorous shaking process of homeopathic dilutions.
Experimental evidence for this theory is lacking, and 
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clinical studies of homeopathy continue to be controversial.
A recent high-quality randomized trial published in a pres-
tigious medical journal reported positive results; homeo-
pathic dilutions differ from placebo.11 An invited commen-
tary12 and a fascinating and highly recommended series of
55 electronic responses13 reflect the diversity and differ-
ences of views on this subject. We must keep open minds,
not empty minds.

The UM/UD controversy relates to beliefs in science or
alternative systems. Clinical and epidemiological studies
never report 100% results, and science does not have
complete explanations or understanding of the world.
Perhaps the best that dentists can do is acknowledge our
limitations and act responsibly in accordance with known
science and in the best interests of our patients. Even if
homeopathy is nothing more than an expensive placebo, if
it makes people feel better and has no adverse effects,
perhaps a role exists for it in our armamentarium.5 It has
been called arrogant to deny patients this opportunity, yet
homeopathic efficacy in dentistry is either unproven or
disproven.3 The review paper referenced for evidence-based
commentary on homeopathy concludes, “We found insuf-
ficient evidence from these studies that homeopathy is
clearly efficacious for any single clinical condition. Further
research on homeopathy is warranted provided it is rigor-
ous and systematic.”14

Proponents of unproven methods often state they see no
need for rigorous research, essentially denying any need for
science,6 for example, to prove the alleged existence of
cranial bone movement. Clinical observation in basic
anatomy and physiology has demonstrated that the heart
pumps blood through blood vessels and can be detected as
a heartbeat and pulse, and the bones of the skull are fused
and there is no detectable bone movement or cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) rhythm. Skeptics may require further proof.
Research studies failed to measure a craniosacral motion or
rhythm, and such a claim could not be reliably related to
the heart or respiratory rates of subjects or examiners.15,16

Appropriate interpretation of the current scientific evidence
offers the likelihood that a craniosacral rhythm does not
exist,17 while proponents offer no valid evidence for cranial
bone movement or CSF rhythm or claims of healing from
craniosacral therapy. Rigorously designed research in UM
and UD is possible.18

Beliefs in UD and UM promotions that are unscientific,
illogical or weird2 are examined in the referenced book on
the subject,19 authored by an expert in the history of
science, technology and evolutionary thought. These studies
and observations are neither insulting nor inflammatory,
especially as beliefs seem to best characterize the practitioners
and patients of UD and UM.2 Explaining incredible or
nonsensical claims and the human reasons for the appeal
of these is related to more dangerous and problematic

disturbances in thinking ranging from wishful thinking to
holocaust denial. Unconventional treatments in dentistry
seem aimed to fit patient beliefs rather than their oral health
needs. The patient may benefit from UD that can be proven
effective (such is the challenge); however, the charlatan and
the quack always benefit at the expense of the patient.
Licensed practitioners should know the difference.  C
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